
LOG2010 (20-17-15-12-10m)

Assembling procedures:

After you open the box, find and prepare parts as following: 
Handle with care the preassembled parts.

Boom use square pipes.
Front and back elements use round pipes
All measure are metrics in mm.

Be aware, put a little lubrification on stainless steel bolts because if screwed down fast, getting hot, 
could  stiff, (general rules valid for all stainless steel bolts).

Arrange square pipe, in line,  in a stepping down sequence  following labels and drawing.
Innestare i tubi l’uno dentro l’altro, ed imbullonarli tra loro con gli appositi bulloni. Le teste dei 
Insert the smaller square pipe end in the larger square pipe end, insert the bolt from bottom to top 
side and make sure that bolt head take place in the larger hole pressing on the inner square pipe. 

Boom 

The A label joints are on the front side, the B label joints are on the rear antenna side, both refered 
to mast-boom joint plate.

                 

On the antenna boom  are preinstalled already the wire elements insulators and RF wire line. After 
that the boom is completed, connect the line wires to next one, taking care to cross them.
RF wire line, back and front alluminum elements take place on the bottom boom face.
If you are assembling antenna on easels, preventing RF line wires damages, disconnect them in 
coincidence with easel, taking care to reconnect them back when assembling end.
 

If you have easy access to your tower rotating mast pipe , than install boom-mast plate on the 
antenna boom and install it on the tower, taking care to have RF lines and insulators facing down. 



Take out from the package the back dipole round tubes, you will get them preassembled, just pull 
them out from the main pipe, following the tube tapering sequence, find the connection holes, when
they are coincident, put and screw down the bolt, make sure to have the bolt head down in the larger
hole as in the picture below. Don’t forget to lubrificate a bit the stainless steel bolts.

Screw down all nuts. Make sure that all bolt heads are aligned on the same side. 
Follow the same procedure for all tube connections.
When you have both half alluminum element ready, than procede to assembly the center as in the 
picture below. Make sure to have 8cm in between the line connection bolts.

Center view of back element dipole (long one)

When back element is assembled do the same procedure with front element as in the picture below

Center  view of the front dipole (short one)

        

Boom-mast plate



After than you have installed antenna boom on the mast procede to install both alluminum dipoles 
on the boom bottom face. Install the short one on the front side, using four 80x6MA bolts and 
predrilled square counter-plate. Install the long one on the back side using four 80x6MA bolts as 
counter plate use the foot of the upholder wires pipe. In both cases insert bolts from bottom side.

      

Before to screw down the self-looking nuts,  check that both dipoles are correctly spaced from the 
nearest element, Make sure that they are in square and screw down the bolts to have a solid cross.  
Install the top trussed wire doing a knots on the back eye bolt, pass trought the uphold pipe hole and
go to the front side  eye bolt, pull to have the boom a little bit bended on the upper side, (banana 
effect) and close down the knot.  Install in the same way,  the back dipole upper guy wire, to have it 
like a gull wings.



In the package you will find two rolls of  black UV resistant plastic wire. They are the external 
insulated loop on which will take places the wires elements ends.
Find the end having the eye and install it on the bolt coming out from the boom, front side,  screw 
down a self-looking nut, so the eye can’t come loose. Next one, moving toward the plastic wire, you
will find a short piece of alluminum with an insulator, fit the insulator in the alluminum dipole end, 
walk going at back dipole, fit the short black round insulator in the dipole end, and than go to the 
boom end and insert the turnbuckle eye on the bolt end coming out from the boom pipe.

   

Follow the same procedure with the second one half loop. When both wires are in place, pull  wires 
screwing the turnbuckle. Make sure that both half loop are well balanced looking toward the boom, 
it MUST be straight. 

   

In the package there are 6 couple of steel wires elements, they are galvanized steel, protected with 
black UV resistent PVC with both ends eye terminated. Unroll the wires elements, select them by 
longer  to shorter. Get the longer wires couple and starting from the back antenna side, connect each
one   element end to his correspondent RF line, one eye to the insulator bolt, the other one end on 
the corrispondet U bolt placed on the main loop insulated wire. Repeat this procedure for all 
elements.

    

Install  balun 1:2 and connect both wire end to RF line, connect the coax  line taking care to run it
on the upper boom face use plastic belts or tape to hold it in place. 

New Balun version



Main antenna diagram – Top view

Back side view       Side view        Front



When completed antenna will looks like the one in the picture.

After than all parts are assembled make sure that all nuts are tightned

Images and drawings are for information purposes only and may not be the same as the
finished product, the manufacturer reserves the right to make changes or modifications

without prejudice to the final specifications.

Features:
Antenna perform in the range 13-30Mhz, optimized in coincidence with Ham radio bands.

Performance may change due environimental conditions in which is installed.
Take care to install it at least 5 or more meters (15 or more ft) over the ground.



Bands: 20-17-15-12-10m
Impedence: 50 ohm with original 2:1 balun installed
SWR: =< 1:1,5 
Boom 5,9m + 1,8m  (18+6ft)
Accept Mast 50mm (2in) or 60mm. (optional)
Rotating  = 5.4m (17ft)
Weight = about 20Kg (44lbs)
Average gain = 6-9 Dbi 
F/B = 10 - 20dB
Maximum power = 3KW pep ssb
Wind survive: 130Km/h

WARNING!!!  

Do not install the antenna in the vicinity of exposed power lines or other sources of power at 
risk of lightning, you may be killed or seriously injured. Make sure anyone does not even 
come into contact with it accidental during use
Install the antenna on properly dimensioned supports to hold the load even under stormy 
wind conditions.
The fall of all or part of it could hit people and / or things with unrecoverable damages. 

In case, the responsibility is to be solely charged by the user.
This manual is an integral part of the product, keep it handy.   



Dear buyer,
thank you for purchasing a Pro.Sis.Tel antenna ..
Making it we have used the best materials available on the market, worked and finished 
with the best care possible allowed by the state of art.
Use it within the rating for which it was built and will serve you faithfully for many years.
In case of doubts or concerns, our technical department is always ready to provide all the 
necessary help.
If you are satisfied with it tell the others, otherwise ...... tell to us.
Your opinion and your suggestions will help us to improve even more our products.

Best regards
Annamaria Fiume IK7MWR 

Made in Italy

WARNING! Defend the environment
Disposing components and materials

The antenna consists mainly of aluminum, in the event of disposal, conferred the scrap to a specialized
disposal center, in compliance with the requirements of local law. 


